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Asia

Zone

MIDDLE EAST& NORTH AFRICA; WEST ASIA; SOUTH ASIA; NORTH ASIA;
EAST ASIA
MENA:
Second Quarter 2018 Social Weather Survey: Net satisfaction ratings "Good" for the Senate;
"Moderate" for the House of Representatives, Supreme Court, and the Cabinet (Click for Details)
(Philippines) (The Second Quarter 2018 Social Weather Survey, fielded on June
27-30, 2018, found 57% satisfied and 17% dissatisfied with the performance of the
Senate, 45% satisfied and 20% dissatisfied with the House of Representatives, 43%
satisfied and 24% dissatisfied with the Supreme Court of the Philippines, and 43%
satisfied and 18% dissatisfied with the Cabinet. (SWS)
July 29, 2018
547-1

1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings

Africa


Zone

WEST AFRICA; EAST AFRICA; CENTRAL AFRICA;
SOUTHERN AFRICA

AFRICA
547-2 Quarter 2, 2018; The NOIPolls Personal Well-Being Index at 65.2-points (Click for Details)
(Nigeria) The NOIPolls Personal Well-Being Index (PWBI) report for Q2, 2018 revealed a minimal increase
of 0.4-point to stand at 65.2-points from 64.8-points obtained in Q1, 2018. The magnitude of the positive
perception of the various aspects of one‟s life, altogether, is determined by the Personal Well-Being
Index. (NOI Polls)
July 31, 2018
3.1 Economy » Perceptions on Performance/ Well-Being
547-3 Snapshot:

Zimbabwe's Economic Troubles Hang Over Election (Click for Details)
(Zimbabwe) Zimbabweans are just as likely to be struggling to afford the basics
on Election Day as they were before Mugabe was ousted last year: More than seven
in 10 surveyed in May and June have been unable to afford food at times (71%)
and are finding it difficult or very difficult to get by on their household income
(77%). (Gallup USA)
July 30, 2018
3.5 Economy » Poverty
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Euro Americas

Zone

 EAST EUROPE, WEST EUROPE; NORTH AMERICA; LATIN AMERICA
& AUSTRALASIA

EAST EUROPE
Poll: Majority Support Western Institutions; See Widespread Corruption (Click for Details)
(Romania) A new national poll* conducted in Romania by the International Republican Institute‟s (IRI)
Center for Insights in Survey Research reveals strong support for transatlantic institutions. The survey also
indicates that a vast majority see corruption in the country as widespread. (IRI)
July 30, 2018
547-4 Romania

3.9 Economy » Financial systems & Institutions

WEST EUROPE
547-5 Where is the most fertile ground for a new party? (Click for Details)
(UK) With the results of the 2017 general election seeing the highest number of votes for the two main parties
since 1970, the nation seems to have largely returned to a two-party system. Since that point, with the decline
of the Liberal Democrats, UKIP and SNP and the political cleavages caused by Brexit, there has been
speculation that now is prime time for a new third party. (YouGov UK)
August 1, 2018
1.4 Domestic Politics » Political Parties
547-6 Four

in ten Brits doubt they will have enough to live on in old age (Click for Details)
(UK) Now a new YouGov survey reveals the extent to which the public fear for
their financial insecurity in old age – and what they plan to do if they don‟t have
enough money to live on. Britons feeling „uncertain‟, „anxious‟ and „nervous‟
about their finances in retirement. (YouGov UK)
August 1, 2018
3.3 Economy » Employment Issues
547-7 Gender

pay gap still not clear to four in ten employees, despite reporting legislation (Click for Details)
(UK) Yet new research from YouGov demonstrates that 44% of workers at
organisations with 250 or more employees say their employer has still not made
their gender pay gap clear to them, four months after the reporting deadline. Just a
third (36%) say their company has made clear to them what the gender pay gap is,
and one in five (22%) say they don‟t know. (YouGov UK)
August 2, 2018
3.3 Economy » Employment Issues
547-8 Number

of Britons illegally downloading music falls (Click for Details)
(UK) YouGov‟s Music Report reveals that one in ten Britons (10%) download music illegally, down from
18% five years ago. This number looks set to decrease. While 63% of those that illegally download music
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expect to still be doing so in five years, 22% do not. Added to this, 36% say that using unverified sources to
access music is becoming more difficult. (YouGov UK)
August 2, 2018
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle

547-9 Three

quarters of Britons haven’t heard of open banking (Click for Details)
(UK) New YouGov Custom research reveals that close to three quarters (72%) of UK adults have not heard of
„open banking‟, while just one in three (28%) are aware of it. In terms of who has heard of the term, perhaps
unusually, it is those in the older age groups that are more likely to be aware. Close to four in ten (39%) of
those aged 55+ have heard of open banking, against just 14% of those aged 18-24. (YouGov UK)
August 1, 2018
3.9 Economy » Financial systems & Institutions
547-10 What

would your private jet look like? (Click for Details)
(UK) YouGov research reveals what features the British public would want on
their own private plane. Respondents were given a list of features inspired by the
US and Russia‟s government planes, and asked which they would want on board
their own plane, were they to have one for business purposes. (YouGov UK)
August 1, 2018
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle
547-11 Should

milk go in a cup of tea first or last? (Click for Details)
(UK) Habits here differ by age: the older Brits are the more likely they are to add milk first. While only 4% of
18-24 year olds adding milk first, this rises to 15% among 25-49 year olds, 24% among 50-64 year olds and
finally 32% among 65+ year olds. (YouGov UK)
July 30, 2018
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle
547-12 Britons

increasingly likely to blame climate change for 'drought' (Click for Details)
(UK) YouGov Custom research indicates that Britons are less likely now than in
2012 to blame the actions of water companies and more likely to focus on climate
change. YouGov asked about the causes of drought in the UK. Close to half (49%)
said climate change is responsible, up from 38% in 2012. The same percentage
(49%) attributed the problem to population growth. (YouGov UK)
July 30, 2018
4.14 Society » Environment/ Disasters
547-13 Two

in three Britons feel unfavourable towards Donald Trump (Click for Details)
(UK) Two-thirds (68%) of the British public have an unfavourable opinion of US President Donald Trump,
according to the latest Ipsos MORI Political Monitor. With fieldwork one week after his visit to the UK, the
new poll reveals that just one in five (19%) have a favourable opinion, one in nine (11%) say they see him as
neither favourable nor unfavourable, but half (52%) feel very unfavourable towards him. (Ipsos MORI)
August 3, 2018
1.5 Domestic Politics » National Image/ Trust
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NORTH AMERICA
547-14 More in U.S. Say Drug Abuse Has Caused Family Trouble (Click for Details)
(USA) Thirty percent of Americans say that drug abuse has caused trouble in their
families. This is a significant increase from 22% in 2005, the last time Gallup asked
the question, and a signal that the nation's opioid epidemic, which has worsened in
recent years, is taking a toll. (Gallup USA)
August 2, 2018
4.13 Society » Social Problems
547-15 Snapshot:

Few Americans Vegetarian or Vegan (Click for Details)
(USA) Animal rights activists have long encouraged Americans to adopt a plant-based diet by becoming
vegetarians (abstaining from eating meat) or by becoming vegan (rejecting all animal products). However,
fewer than one in 10 Americans adhere to such diets, with 5% in the U.S. now saying they are vegetarians and
3% reporting they are vegans. These numbers are little changed in recent years. (Gallup USA)
August 1, 2018
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle
547-16 Most

Americans Overlook Restaurants' Nutrition Labels (Click for Details)
(USA) Despite recent federal Food and Drug Administration rules mandating that
U.S. restaurants post nutritional information for menu items, Americans are no
more likely to peruse this type of information now than they were five years ago.
Today, less than half of Americans (45%) say they pay "a great deal" (16%) or "a
fair amount" (29%) of attention to nutrition details at restaurants, similar to the 43%
found in 2013. (Gallup USA)
August 1, 2018
4.11 Society » Health
547-17 Majority

of Americans See No Health Impact From a Few Drinks (Click for Details)
(USA) While the majority of Americans (55%) think that drinking in moderation makes no difference to their
health, the percentage who say it is bad for one's health outweighs those who say it is good, 28% to 16%. Over
time, Americans have become slightly less likely to say moderate drinking is healthy. (Gallup USA)
July 31, 2018
4.11 Society » Health
547-18 Why

Americans Go (and Don’t Go) to Religious Services (Click for Details)
(USA) A new Pew Research Center survey finds that the main reason people regularly go to church,
synagogue, mosque or another house of worship is an obvious one: to feel closer to God. But the things that
keep people away from religious services are more complicated. (PEW Research Center)
August 1, 2018
4.1 Society » Religion

Newsroom employment dropped nearly a quarter in less than 10 years, with greatest decline at
newspapers (Click for Details)
(USA) Newsroom employment across the United States continues to decline, driven primarily by job losses at
newspapers. And even though digital-native news outlets have experienced some recent growth in
547-19
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employment, too few newsroom positions were added to make up for recent losses in the broader industry,
according to a Pew Research Center analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment
Statistics survey data. (PEW Research Center)
July 30, 2018
3.3 Economy » Employment Issues

AUSTRALASIA
& drinking out and playing computer games jump in popularity (Click for Details)
(Australia) In the year to March 2018 Australians went out for food and drink
nearly 1.35 billion times at cafes, restaurants, fast food outlets and pubs – or an
average of 66 times each by every Australian aged 14+ – up by an average of 2
trips per Australians since last analysed in September 2016.The other big increase
over the period was Australians playing video, computer or board games at home.
(Roy Morgan)
July 30, 2018
547-20 Eating

4.16 Society » Entertainment
547-21 Netflix

set to surge beyond 10 million users (Click for Details)
(Australia) Subscription Video On Demand (SVOD) juggernaut Netflix has continued its impressive growth
over the last year with over 9.8 million Australians in the June 2018 quarter now having a Netflix subscription
in their household – up nearly 30% on a year ago. (Roy Morgan)
August 3, 2018
4.16 Society » Entertainment

Topic of the week:

Should Milk go in a Cup of Tea first or Last?
This page is devoted to opinions of countries whose polling activity is generally not known very widely or where a recent topical
issue requires special attention.

Should milk go in a cup of tea first or last?
YouGov finally settles the debate
Drinking tea is Britain‟s national pastime, and as with any treasured ritual the nation is
wracked by bitter disputes on appropriate protocol. This is not a new phenomenon – indeed
George Orwell acknowledged as much in his 1946 essay “A Nice Cup of Tea”.
Now a new YouGov Omnibus survey reveals where the nation stands on contentious cuppa concerns.
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Milk in tea: Brits overwhelmingly say milk should go in last, not first
Orwell considered this to be one of the most controversial tea protocol questions of all, saying "indeed in
every family in Britain there are probably two schools of thought on the subject". The writer himself was
firmly in the 'Milk First' camp, but today only 20% of Britons feel the same way. Orwell's heirs find
themselves vastly outnumbered, with almost four times as many (79%) preferring to add milk last.
Habits here differ by age: the older Brits are the more likely they are to add milk first. While only 4% of 18-24
year olds adding milk first, this rises to 15% among 25-49 year olds, 24% among 50-64 year olds and finally
32% among 65+ year olds.

Whether or not a person poured their milk in first or last supposedly once had strong class connotations – the
story goes that in the old days only the most expensive china would not shatter when boiling tea was poured
into it, so the less well-off cooled their vessels by pouring their milk in first. Regardless of whether or not this
is true, the results show that the classes do not differ in their milk-tea mixing habits, with the middle classes
(ABC1 demographic group) and working classes (C2DE) equally likely to add their milk in first (19-21%) or
last (80-78%).
How strong should a cup of tea be?
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The survey also reveals how strong Britons like their tea. YouGov showed the public an eight-point strength
scale, from a dark milk-less brown at one end to a dairy-drenched pale beige at the other.
Orwell held that all tea lovers love their tea strong, Almost half of tea-drinking Brits (47%) like an E-strength
cuppa on our scale (see below). A further 14% like their tea to be one degree more milky, and 19% one degree
less milky.

Brits say that Yorkshire Tea makes the best brew
A much more evenly contested battle is over which tea bag brand produces the nicest cuppa. Yorkshire Tea
comes out on top, with the backing of 25% of tea-drinkers. PG tips comes in a close second on 22%, followed
by Tetley in a more distant third at 16%. Only 7% tea drinkers said they either didn‟t have a favourite or
didn‟t know which their favourite was.
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The survey also revealed the levels of tea consumption among the populace. Overall, six in ten Brits (58%)
say they drink tea on a daily basis, with 11% saying they drink more than five a day. One in five (19%) drink
tea less frequently than once a day, while 22% have eschewed our national beverage entirely and do not drink
tea at all.
While Orwell considered himself to be in the minority for drinking tea without sugar back in 1946, he would
find himself in good company today with only 24% of Brits adding white sugar (and 4% brown sugar),
although a further 13% add a non-sugar sweetener. Much more common, of course, is adding milk to tea,
which 80% of tea-drinkers do.
Photo: Getty
See the full results here
Source: https://yougov.co.uk/news/2018/07/30/should-milk-go-cup-tea-first-or-last/
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Gilani’s Gallopedia (2007-2018)
A Quantitative Analysis
A quantitative analysis of global polls monitored during the 8 year period January 2007 – January 2014

KEY STATISTICS
1-

Number of Surveys (a selection on key political and social issues): ~ 6,805 polls
during the period 2007-2014

2-

Subjects of Interest (we have made a list of 125 subjects, further grouped into 9 broad categories, namely:
Governance, Globalization (inclusive of global economic issues) Global Conflicts (conflict zones), Global
leaders (USA and Emerging powers), Global Environment, Family, Religion, and other miscellaneous

3-

Number of countries covered by one or more surveys: ~ 178
during the period 2007-2014

4-

Number polling organizations whose polls have been citied: ~ 358
during the period 2007-2014
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